Your Kubota Agriculture and Groundcare Dealer for Dorset & Somerset
HIGHWOOD has retained its GOLD AWARD for Service Excellence from the prestigious Kubota Service Awards for 2018

Rob Wilkins from Kubota UK awarding Colin Miller, our Service Manager
The challenges facing the agricultural sector are becoming bigger, more complex and more challenging. When times are tough, you need more than a new machine; you need a new way of thinking. You need real alternatives, genuine options and a partner that enables you to make smarter decisions. Choose efficiency over image. Choose a tractor that can do the tough jobs and deliver top performance even under constant strain. Choose a tractor that delivers it all at a reasonable price. Kubota: the right alternative in times like these.

A better return on your investment.
It makes good business sense to invest in a Kubota; from leading edge engineering to innovative technology solutions. Our tractor range benefits from a well-deserved reputation for reliability, exceptional performance, low running costs and high residual values.

Offering complete peace of mind: you can now safeguard your Kubota tractor against any unforeseen expensive repair costs during the first five years of ownership with Kubota’s innovative extended warranty “Kubota Care.”

You simply decide the service hour usage at the time of purchase, so you only pay for the hours you will use. In addition Kubota Care is fully transferable, offering an enhanced resale value with the benefit of a full dealer service history.
The powerful high performer

Even under difficult conditions, the Kubota M7001 achieves ideal results with minimal input
M7001: The powerful high performer

The Kubota M7001 is the high performer in the professional tractor market. With its extraordinarily powerful lift capacity and extensive potential for precision farming, the top model sets a whole new benchmark. Add to this first-class comfort and surprising operator convenience, efficient farming has never been this easy. Put its talents to use and reach top performance with ease.

**Surprisingly powerful**

All model variants with 130/150/170 hp, and 20/20/5 hp Power Boost option, demonstrate extraordinary dynamics and power.

**Exceptionally well arranged**

The spacious cab provides boundless panoramic views with no blind spots, while the ergonomic seats and low cab noise ensure optimal comfort.

**Impressively environment-friendly**

The 6.1 L diesel engine with innovative SCR technology reduces emissions to a minimum and exceeds the current Stage IV Final emission standard.

**Astonishingly comfortable**

The all-in-one terminal and multi-function lever are positioned optimally for ergonomics allowing intuitive control and easy monitoring of all machinery.

**Superbly versatile**

The proven powershift transmission scores with its tremendous efficiency, and the continuously variable KVT transmission offers almost endless potential with

**Impressively precise**

100% ISOBUS-compatible, the M7001 supports the efficient use of operating equipment. The potential of its automatic steering system makes it a precision solution for effective agriculture.
The HE-VA Range
As good as it looks!

A great range of rollers, tillers, subsoilers and presses available. Contact the Highwood sales team for more info: sales@highwood-ag.co.uk
Total cover for every hour you work.

Kubota care
Up to 5 YEARS Flexible Extended Warranty
M Series

- Safeguard your Kubota M Series tractor against unforeseen expensive repair costs for up to 5yrs.
- Simply decide the service hour usage at the time of purchase.
- Kubota Care is fully transferable with a full dealer service history.
- Kubota Care increases the value of your tractor offering an enhanced residual value.
- Ensures your Kubota tractor is maintained to the highest standards, serviced by Kubota-trained service engineers.
- Kubota Care is Kubota’s own warranty with no excess and not a third party insurance scheme.

Kubota Care: Peace of mind. Guaranteed.
MGX III: The clever all-rounder

The Kubota MGX III has many talents – but the most impressive one is its uncompromising reliability.
MGX III: Clever and multi-talented

The Kubota MGX III is a clever all-rounder amongst professional tractors. Its modern engine technology makes a convincing case in tough field conditions with tremendous cost-efficiency and excellent environmental friendliness. It makes your work surprisingly easy and comfortable with its 8-gear powershift transmission, bi-speed turn steering system, and tremendously powerful hitch mechanism. Put its capabilities to use as you effortlessly reach new successes.

Amazingly powerful traction
The powerful and efficient 4-cylinder engines impress with high power, low engine speeds and fuel consumption, and long service life.

Surprisingly maneuverable
With its bi-speed turn steering system, the MGX III has excellent maneuverability—greatly simplifying front loader work.

Extremely environmentally friendly
The engines in this tractor series meet strict Stage IV Final emissions standards with confidence.

Outstanding equipment
The MGX III is the only one in its class with an 8-speed powershift transmission—enabling working comfortably with uninterrupted traction power.

Tremendously comfortable
The spacious cab provides a comfortable workspace with an optimal panoramic view. All control elements are arranged clearly—not a movement is wasted.

Impressively precise
The MGX is much more than a tractor. With ISOBUS retrofit terminals and Kubota implements, it is the answer to any challenge. And with its potential for precision farming solutions, it saves time and money.
MGX SERIES BEEF/SHEEP FARM

Having been impressed by the reliability, fuel economy and simple operation of the M128X, the Greet family, beef and sheep farmers in Devon decided on a second Kubota – a M110GX as the logical successor.

The Greet Family in Devon have run a Kubota M128X tractor for the last four years, relying on it every day for nearly every task, from lugging a 9 tonne spreader to power harrowing on their 295 hectare beef and sheep farm. With over 2000 hrs on the clock, the family wanted to get a newer model to further help around the farm.

After contacting their local dealer it was an easy and unanimous decision to buy a second Kubota, having been impressed by the reliability, fuel economy and simple operation of the M128X, the M110GX was the logical successor.

"We want to know you can get on, just turn the key and it will just do it!"

Mainly used for yard work, the M110GX is already earning it’s keep, making light work of loading straw bales, silage and fertiliser. Operated by three generations – from grandad to grand daughter alike the M110GX is already a firm favourite for lots of different reasons. Whether it’s an easy to get in cab or the M110GX’s push-back hitch, features Kubota have considered to help make everyday working easier. Commenting on the hitch, son in law Steve suggested, "It’s easy to see from the seat when hooking up – the hitch comes out and it’s quick to then hook up. The spools and hydraulics are easy to get to, it’s straight forward to work with”

Similarly Kubota innovations such as the Kubota bi-speed turn feature (standard on all Kubota tractors from 60HP) comes into its own in the field on headland turning or on the yard where space can be limited.

"I like to use it for ploughing, it brings the front end round easily and when you want to turn it works well"
In stock now!

Call for special offers

VICON 632T Mower/Conditioner
USED, 3.2m working width, CAT2 Linkage, 2sp gearbox

VICON 632T Pro Mower Conditioner
NEW, 3.2m width, 8 triangular discs, 2sp gbox, steel tines, hyd suspension

VICON Andex 804 8m Rake
7 – 8m hyd adj Working Width, 2x12 Tine Arms, 2065kg wgt 80deg Active Wheel Steering

VICON Extra 524 FANEX Tedder
5.2m working width, Hydr fold, Rear Mounted 4 Rotors / 6 Tines per Rotor

VICON Extra 228 Disc Mower
2.84m working width, 50hp requirement, Breakaway, Triangular Discs, Easy Lift

VICON BW2600J Trailed Wrapper
DuoWrap twin film pre-stretcher, bales up to 1400kg, Joystick Controlled semi-automatic

732T Mower Conditioner
3.18m working width, 8 triple bladed discs, 4 point QuattroLink suspension

Vicon EXTRA 124 Rear Disc Mower
2016, working width of 2.42m, EXTRA cutterbar with trian-gular discs

Vicon FastBale
2.2m Pick-up with five tine bars, 1¼” pitch bale chamber drive chains, SuperFeed rotor intake

Dorchester
01305 266058

Book your Vicon demo for the 2018 season now
M5001 Series
M5091 | M5111
95hp | 113hp

4 cylinder Kubota engine with EGR, SCR, DPF to exceed Tier4f standards
36/36 40k 3 ranges x 6 synchro gearbox x2 Dual Speed Hi/Lo

M5001: The smart high flyer
With Kubota’s known reputation for reliability, the M5001 continues to build on Kubota’s strengths
M5001: The smart go-getter

The Kubota M5001 is the smart go-getter in its class—this very maneuverable professional tractor proves that true greatness comes from within. With its powerful engine, an excellent transmission, high ground clearance, and exceptionally simple operating controls, it quickly becomes indispensable for daily work. Put its great class to work and take care of tough jobs quickly.

**Extremely powerful**

The 4-cylinder engines with 95 and 113 hp (DIN 97/68 EC) have impressively reliable power and high efficiency.

**Extremely maneuverable**

The front axle bevel-gear with greater all around maneuverability and higher ground clearance make the M5001 extremely agile and maneuverable.

**Tremendously environmentally friendly**

Of course, the V3800 engine meets the strict requirements of the Stage IV Final emission standard.

**Surprisingly comfortable**

The comfortable and generous cab provides an optimal panoramic view. Thanks to the clear arrangement of all control elements, not a movement is wasted.

**Amazingly comfortable**

With its 36 forward and 36 reverse gears, the M5001 shifts extremely easily and comfortably.

**Impressively precise**

The M5001 is much more than a tractor. With ISOBUS retrofit terminals and Kubota implements, it is the answer to any challenge. And with the potential of precision farming solutions, it saves time and money.
Servicing and Repairs this Season

Service includes greasing up, engine oils & filters, cleaning the air filter, blades balanced & sharpened, bearings checked and deck adjustments. Any further parts work or additional servicing required is chargeable. Any repair parts specially ordered will be charged at standard retail price.

■ TRAINED KUBOTA SERVICE ENGINEERS

■ Only GENUINE KUBOTA PARTS fitted to your machine to ensure correct fitment and longevity

■ Our Workshops are fully equipped with specialised tooling & diagnostics equipment to facilitate repair and reduce downtime

■ Our quality backed GUARANTEE of excellent workmanship and great customer service.

■ Collection and delivery service available subject to surcharge. Please ask for details.

Call highwood now to reserve your service
or email service@highwood-ag.co.uk

DON’T FORGET YOUR MOWER, STRIMMER OR CHAINSAW!
For demanding daily use, Kubota offers a powerful and versatile choice.

The Kubota range of groundcare machinery delivers outstanding performance, simple operation and legendary reliability. From powerful and versatile tractors to high performance mowers, find out why Kubota is the practical choice for professionals.

Contact our highwood sales team today to find out more info

sales@highwood-ag.co.uk
HD700 SERIES HEDGE TRIMMER
The Shelbourne HD700 series range of hedge and verge trimmers has been developed hand in hand with owner driver contractors over the last 10 years and is available in 5.5m fixed boom, 6m telescopic and 6.2m variable forward reach configurations.
All models in the HD range can either be 3 point linkage or axle mounted and feature a heavy duty frame and king post design with folded steel tapered booms giving the strength where it is needed and saving weight where possible.

TESTIMONIAL - Giles Pursey, Somerset
“I always say to anyone in hedge trimming who’s considering a new machine that if they haven’t tried a Shelbourne, they should.”
“If I had to pick three reasons I’d buy another Shelbourne, I’d say reliability, build strength and back-up. It’s my first, but it won’t be my last.”

POWERSPREAD PRO
The Powerspread Pro range has been designed as a high capacity fast output manure spreader giving the capacity and through put of rear discharge machines but with the spread pattern and slurry handling characteristics of the existing Powerspread range.

CALL HIGHWOOD TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE POWERSPREAD AND POWERMIX RANGES
KUBOTA DIESEL TRACTOR
L1361

The L1361 is a versatile and easy to operate utility tractor with a powerful engine and a choice of manual or HST transmission.

Kubota is the largest manufacturer of diesel engines under 100HP in the world

L1361
36.6 HP

Compact performance, superb value.
The new L1361 compact tractor makes even hard jobs easier to complete. Built for high performance, outstanding durability and enhanced comfort; this tractor includes a host of class leading features for easy operation. Get the job done faster and easier thanks to a powerful 36.6HP Kubota engine, responsive manual or HST transmission and a new sleek body design for enhanced visibility - especially during loading work - with Kubota’s performance matched quick attach/detach loader.

Highlights

High performance: The Kubota 36.6 hp, 3-cylinder indirect injection diesel engine (CRS) is powerful and reliable to take on tough projects.

Extremely manoeuvrable: The bevel gear front axle delivers a tight turning radius and is equipped with power steering.

Easy gear changes: Choice of 5 range HST or manual 8 forward, 4 reverse transmission, enabling you to select the right speed for higher productivity.

Exceptional comfort: The spacious operator deck, comfortable with an ergonomic operator layout, suspension seat and excellent field of vision. Foldable ROPS delivers maximum protection.

Performance matched: Innovative quick attach, detach system for efficient operation of Kubota’s performance matched LA225 front loader.
NEW! Powermix Plus

- NEW Tub shape for faster bale chopping
- NEW Simple steel straw ring on 18m & 22m models
- NEW Door locks into recess for smooth inner walls when mixing
- NEW Control valve & electric 2 speed change cover
- NEW Smooth auger flighting for lower power requirement
- NEW 12.5mm thick lower sidewall
- NEW Front mounted ladder & platform
- NEW Centre mounted scale head pivots to both sides

TESTIMONIAL - Hinton St Mary, Dorset

"This is the second Shelbourne diet feeder we have had – the previous one worked every day for four years explains Mr Harvey."

"And with a record like that, the obvious decision is to have another one."
Kubota groundcare machinery is engineered to exacting standards and considered the one and only choice by many experienced professionals.

**GR2120 4WD Mower**

**G26 with High Lift Collector**

**F Series Out-front Mower**
RTV400ci

- Responsive 16HP Petrol Engine
- Continuously Variable Transmission with Inertial Clutch (CVT Plus)
- Standard 4-Wheel Drive

Compact performance.

Its compact size makes this RTV the ideal choice for around the farm, stables, parkland or perfect for country pursuits. Powered by a responsive electronic fuel injected engine, the RTV400ci also features Kubota’s CVT plus advanced transmission for greater response than a standard belt drive system with an inertial clutch for maintaining controlled descents with engine assisted deceleration.

Highlights

- **Reliable power**: Responsive, high revving 16HP air cooled, single cylinder Kubota EFI petrol engine that features an electronic fuel injection system for reliable cold starting.
- **Responsive transmission**: Continuously variable transmission (CVT Plus) with inertial clutch for dynamic engine braking during hill descents and responsive operation.
- **Highly capable**: Featuring selectable 2/4 wheel drive for on-road or off-road versatility.
- **Comfortable ride**: With robust, reliable semi independent rear suspension and 4 wheel disc brakes for comfortable operation over any terrain.
RTV500
15.8 HP

Compact efficiency.

Highly agile and powerful the RTV500 features Kubota’s innovative variable hydrostatic transmission that delivers exceptional performance and reliability. This RTV is rugged enough to handle any terrain with its outstanding traction, smooth and efficient engine with a comfortable operator area for a full days operation.

Highlights

- **Efficient power**: The quiet and efficient 15.8HP liquid cooled, Kubota 2 cylinder EFI petrol engine minimizes noise and vibration, reducing operator fatigue and increasing efficiency.
- **Responsive operation**: The RTV500 features Kubota’s innovative Variable Hydro Transmission (VHT) for dynamic engine braking, reliable traction and responsive operation.
- **Highly capable**: Featuring selectable 2/4 wheel drive for on-road or off-road versatility.
- **Versatile comfort**: With robust, reliable semi independent rear suspension and 4 wheel disc brakes for comfortable operation over any terrain.
Ask our Highwood sales team for info on the Jeantil range
RTV-X1140

The RTV-X1140 is Kubota’s most versatile utility vehicle yet! Designed to adapt to your needs, this model easily transitions from hauling cargo in the hydraulic dumping bed to transporting friends and family with a second row of seating. Packed with convenient features and powered by a proven 24.8 HP Kubota diesel engine. Available in Realtree AP camouflage.

XCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

FOR NEARLY A DECADE, THE KUBOTA RTV HAS SET THE STANDARD FOR RUGGEDNESS, RELIABILITY AND HARD WORK.

RTV-X900 / THE NEXT GENERATION
Contact our sales team today:

Tony Swain  
tony.swain@highwood-ag.co.uk  
07795 343203

Andy Miller  
andy.miller@highwood-ag.co.uk  
07748 845823

Trevor Readwin  
trevor.readwin@highwood-ag.co.uk  
07786 991203

*Prices do not include VAT*